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ABSTRACT
TiO2 is an important material with broad applications that can exist in different phases with dramatically different properties.
Theoretical prediction of their polymorph energetics is therefore critical for the material design and for identifying thermodynamically accessible structures. Determining TiO2 relative phase stabilities remains challenging for first-principles methods, and
density functional theory is the only approach available for studying phase stabilities at finite temperatures with acceptable computational efficiency. Here, we show that density functional theory using the recently developed efficient strongly constrained
and appropriately normed (SCAN) [Sun et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 036402 (2015)] exchange-correlation functional for the first
time predicts the phase stability in qualitative agreement with the experimental results at realistic conditions. Further analysis shows that the self-interaction error intrinsic in the density functional persists in the stability prediction. By correcting the
self-interaction error through an empirical approach, SCAN predicts the relative stability as well as defect properties in excellent
agreement with the experimental results.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5055623

INTRODUCTION
Titanium dioxide (TiO2 ), a material with a wide range of
applications such as dye-sensitized solar cells,1 can exist in
different phases (e.g., rutile, anatase, brookite, β-TiO2 , α-PbO2 ,
and baddeleyite; see Fig. S1 in supplementary material). Among
them, rutile and anatase are the two phases competing to
be the ground state. In the nanostructured TiO2 employed in
photovoltaics, anatase tends to be the dominant phase.2 However, the majority of experimental studies agree that for bulk
crystalline phase rutile is thermodynamically more stable than
anatase.3–5 The determination of the relative stability between
anatase and rutile presents a significant challenge not only
to experiments, requiring careful control of impurity concentration and synthesis conditions, but also to first-principles
theoretical methods.
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Within density functional theory (DFT), most exchangecorrelation functionals predict the anatase phase to be more
stable than rutile. The standard Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE)6 generalized gradient approximation (GGA) significantly
over-stabilizes the anatase and brookite phases in comparison
with the rutile phase.5,7 Similar results8 were found with the
popular Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE)9,10 range-separated
hybrid GGA density functional. Random phase approximation (RPA) calculations within the adiabatic-connection
fluctuation-dissipation scheme11,12 seem to have resolved the
experiment-theory discrepancy, predicting rutile to be more
stable than anatase by about 15 meV/formula unit. The RPA
calculations were sensitive to the choice of pseudopotentials,12 however, and were conducted non-self-consistently
from the orbitals generated in DFT calculations. Furthermore,
their RPA equilibrium lattice constants were determined by
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calculating total RPA@X energies (X is the density functional
approximation) at different unit cell volumes with the crystal
structures from the corresponding DFT energy-volume calculations as structural relaxation using the RPA approach is not
computationally feasible due to its prohibitive cost scaling and
lack of analytic forces. Diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) calculations,13 a high-level yet computationally expensive electronic
structure theory commonly used to benchmark DFT approximations, reverse the RPA prediction, predicting anatase as the
most stable at zero temperature with degenerate rutile and
brookite phases. After including zero-point energies and finite
temperature contributions calculated using DFT,13 DMC also
predicts that rutile becomes more stable than anatase above
650 ± 150 K, while brookite remains the most unstable phase
for all temperatures.
Here, we show that the recently developed strongly
constrained and appropriately normed (SCAN) density functional14 matches DMC predictions of the relative stability of
rutile and anatase TiO2 when zero-point vibration and finite
temperature effects are considered. SCAN is computationally
slightly more expensive than PBE, yet much cheaper than RPA
and DMC. SCAN has been shown to be much more accurate
for binary solids’ relative stability than PBE.15–17 Further analysis however shows that the self-interaction error (SIE)18 in
describing Ti-3d states, intrinsic to the semilocal density functionals (including PBE and SCAN), persists in the SCAN calculations. By combining a small Hubbard U19–21 to correct the SIE,
SCAN+U (U = 2–3 eV) predicts relative stabilities and defect
properties in excellent agreement with experiments.
Figure 1 shows the transition enthalpy and transition
Gibbs free energy from anatase to rutile predicted by various
approaches, in comparison with the experimental results. The
experimental data are rather scattered under the considered
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temperatures, and the latest calorimetric measurements by
Smith et al.5 are used as references. We first focus on the
zero-temperature energetic ordering that includes the zeropoint energy contribution. At T = 0 K, enthalpy [Fig. 1(a)] and
Gibbs free energy [Fig. 1(b)] are equivalent. It is clear that PBE
and HSE significantly over-stabilize anatase against rutile in
comparison with the experiment by ∼80 meV/formula unit.
RPA delivers the most accurate prediction for the relative stability, likely due to its inclusion of exact exchange, that is,
self-interaction free and the excellent description of van der
Waals interactions. DMC largely improves over PBE and HSE
although anatase is still stabilized more than rutile by about
40 meV/formula unit. Differences between the DMC data in
Fig. 1 and the original DMC values in Ref. 13 are due to a further
approximation made in Ref. 13 when considering the volume
dependence. The SCAN value lies between those of DMC and
RPA, significantly improving over that of PBE and HSE.
The finite temperature effects, which are considered by
using SCAN phonon distributions (see Computational Details
section and the supplementary material), are further added
for the temperature-dependent transition enthalpy and transition Gibbs free energy (Fig. 1). Experimentally, the transition enthalpy stays almost constant, while the transition
Gibbs free energy decreases slightly with temperature, indicating that anatase is destabilized more significantly against
rutile as temperature increases. The transition enthalpy at
finite temperature using the phonon density states calculated by SCAN increases with temperature, slightly off the
experimental curve, while the transition Gibbs free energies from SCAN calculations decrease with temperature more
strongly than the experimental data. The deviations from the
experimental temperature dependence might be due to the
simple harmonic approximation used for calculating phonon
density states although the full study of anharmonic effects

FIG. 1. (a) Transition enthalpy from the anatase phase to rutile phase ∆H = HRutile − HAnatase and (b) transition Gibbs free energy from the anatase phase to rutile phase
∆G = GRutile − GAnatase . The green lines with solid symbols (q RPA-PCCP2017, F DMC-NJP2016) are from Refs. 12 and 13, respectively. The details of AM20095 and other
experiments are given in Table S4 and S5. All the other solid lines are obtained by adding the zero-point and thermal effects calculated from the SCAN phonon distributions
to the total internal energies from respective methods. HSE is the standard one with 25% Fock exchange.
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is beyond the scope of this article. Figure 1(b) shows that
SCAN matches DMC in transition Gibbs free energy,13 predicting rutile to be more stable than anatase after about
T = 750 K.
Overall, SCAN gives a reasonably good description of
the relative stability and its temperature dependence, significantly improving over PBE. The PBE-GGA is constructed
using only the electron density and its gradient, while SCAN
belongs to the so-called meta-GGAs that add the electronic
kinetic energy density as an additional ingredient. The kinetic
energy density is a semilocal quantity built from the occupied
orbitals immediately available in DFT calculations and thus
only adds moderate extra computational cost. While different
meta-GGAs have been proposed based on both non-empirical
derivations22,23 and fitting schemes,24 SCAN is unique in that
it satisfies all known 17 exact constraints applicable to a metaGGA. By contrast, PBE only satisfies a subset of 11 exact constraints. By correctly building the kinetic energy density into
a dimensionless orbital-overlap indicator, SCAN distinguishes
between density regions characterizing different chemical
bonds (including covalent, ionic, metallic, hydrogen, and van
der Waals bonds) and treats them properly through appropriate GGA constructions, allowing SCAN to address diverse
types of bonding in materials and systematically improving
over PBE in general.25
SCAN remains a semilocal density functional, however,
suffering intrinsically from the SIE as PBE does. To demonstrate SIE, Fig. 2(a) shows the energy deviation in the total
energy of isolated Ti ions from the linear segments defined by
the formal integer valences (i.e., +2, +3, and +4 oxidation states)
with respect to fractional electron occupations.26,27 It is seen
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that the most significant deviation (or error) is for the state
with a 1/2 electron away from the integer valences. This is an
extreme test where all semilocal density functionals must fail,
and the magnitude of downward deviation demonstrates the
SIE strength.28,29 We also mention that Hartree-Fock leads
to an upward deviation, and thus a hybrid functional usually
reduces SIE by mixing a semilocal functional with the exact
exchange. For SCAN, it also noticeably reduces SIE compared
to PBE.
To resolve SIE in a true first-principles spirit, nonlocal
corrections29,30 are necessary, which are usually computationally expensive and scale poorly with system size. Note
the localized orbital scaling correction developed by Yang
and his collaborators represent a promising first-principles
approach for correcting SIE efficiently,31 which however is
not available for solids so far. Alternatively, the empirical
DFT+U21 approach can effectively reduce SIE32 in the underlying density functional. This method was originally developed to treat the on-site strong Coulomb repulsion between
localized d-electrons19–21 and has been shown to penalize the
d-electron delocalization and effectively reduce the SIE of
semilocal functionals.32 SIE18,26,29,33 can lead to the delocalization error,26,27,34 which is a spurious tendency to delocalize
electrons among multi-nuclei centers (e.g., Ti and O ions in
TiO2 ).27 Figure 2(b) reveals that the Ti-3d orbitals in all the
phases are fractionally occupied, with rutile and β-TiO2 having the least and most occupations. The Hubbard correction
(U = 2 eV) reduces the fractional occupancy by about 0.015
electrons for each sub-d-orbital of each spin and therefore
effectively localizes the Ti-3d electrons. The corrections in
energy by applying U are, for example, the weakest for rutile

FIG. 2. (a) Deviation from the linear segment of energy as a function of occupation number of the isolated Ti ion. (b) Energetic correction by the Hubbard U (i.e., E SCAN+U
− E SCAN , with U = 2 eV) with respect to the average Ti-3d sub-orbital occupancies (the unit is electron per sub-d-orbital per spin-channel), which are calculated by averaging
the total 3d occupancy over the five Ti-d sub-orbitals with both spin directions. The crystal structures of the six polymorphs can be found in the supplementary material. (c)
Relative stability of the six TiO2 polymorphs from various theoretical approaches (without the zero-point energy correction), in comparison with experiments at T = 0 K.
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and the strongest for β-TiO2 , forming an almost linear function in the Ti-3d occupations. The near-linear relation in TiO2
solids [Fig. 2(b)] is in good accord with the deviation in Ti ions
[Fig. 2(a)].
Figure 2(c) shows that the wrong energetic orderings of
anatase, brookite, β-TiO2 , and α-PbO2 with respect to rutile
predicted by SCAN are reversed by the SCAN+U (U = 2 eV)
approach, leading to a qualitative agreement with the experimental results. Figure 1 further shows that the transition
enthalpy and Gibbs free energy from SCAN+U (U = 2 eV)
match well with those experimental values for a range of temperatures. Similar results can be obtained with the PBE+U
approximation though with a significantly larger U = 6 eV
that can significantly degrade predictions for other properties (e.g., structural properties). The SCAN+U calculations suggest that the wrong energetic orderings from SCAN are due
to the persistent delocalization error in describing the Ti3d states.35,36 In addition, the much smaller U needed by
SCAN than PBE suggests that SCAN reduces SIE in comparison with PBE, consistent with the finding from the isolated
Ti ion study. However, it is difficult to determine the quantitative reliability of the SCAN+U results since the U value is
empirical that depends on systems and properties as further
discussed below in the defect studies. Finally, we mention that
the HSE06 hybrid functional with 25% Fock exact-exchange is
inadequate to capture the correct energetic orderings (see the
supplementary material for details).
The calculation of defect properties is another testing
ground for the SCAN functional. Defects inevitably occur in
a real TiO2 sample regardless of the synthetic approach and
usually play major roles for the fundamental electrical,37,38
optical,39 and photocatalytic40,41 properties. Among the
different types of defects, the native oxygen vacancies (V o )
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can easily form during the sample preparation and, moreover, V o vacancies near the sample surface act as active sites
for the photo-induced water splitting reaction.42 Experimentally, it is well recognized that there is an associated ingap state 0.7–1.0 eV below the conduction band bottom of
the host materials.43–46 The conventional semilocal functionals are well-known to underestimate bandgaps [Fig. 3(a)] and
thus have difficulty in localizing these defect states within
the bandgap.35 As an example, we calculate V o (with three
charge states—one neutral state Vo0 and two charged states Vo1+
and Vo2+ ) energetic levels in rutile using PBE, SCAN, SCAN+U,
and HSE06 [Fig. 3(b)]. First, the energetic positions of the
three V o states are sensitively related to the local geometries of the defects, agreeing with a previous report.47 The
defect levels are dramatically changed when the geometric
structures are relaxed for all considered theoretical methods. Second, the defect states cannot be localized within
the bandgap predicted by PBE and SCAN after the structural relaxations. Instead, they are delocalized into the conduction bands. In contrast, the SCAN+U approach stabilizes
the neutral Vo0 state [i.e., ∼0.5 eV below the conduction band
minimum (CBM)] with U = 3 eV, which agrees with calculations using HSE06,35,48 the many-body GW approximation,49 and the GGA+U approach with significantly larger U
values.35,46,50,51
Consistent with the stability calculations, the Hubbard U
in the DFT+U approach is used here to reduce SIE. Unfortunately, the energetic positions of the three V o states from the
DFT+U approach remain ambiguous due to the empiricism in
U. The SCAN+U approach with U = 2 eV, which yields the best
agreement with the experimental transition Gibbs free energy
[Fig. 1(b)], cannot stabilize the Vo0 gap states after the structural relaxation: U = 2 eV yields a bandgap not large enough
such that the Vo0 gap state merges with the conduction bands

FIG. 3. (a) Bandgaps of the six TiO2 polymorphs predicted by various theoretical approaches, in comparison with available experimental optical measurements (rutile
∼3.0 eV,52,53 anatase ∼3.2 eV,53 and brookite ∼3.27 eV54 ). (b) Theoretically predicted energetic levels of the oxygen vacancy (V o ) in the rutile TiO2 . The results are
compared for both relaxed and unrelaxed structures when one oxygen atom is removed from a 72-atom supercell. Vo0 (identified as two dots) is the neutral state, and
Vo1+ (identified as one dot and one open circle) and Vo2+ (identified as two open circles) are charged states simulated by taking one and two electrons away from the
supercell, respectively. For the Vo1+ state, the energetic positions are given for both up and down spin channels. For the states merged with the conduction bands, their
energetic positions are estimated according to the projected density of states of the three nearest-neighbor Ti ions.47 Note that U = 2 eV in the SCAN+U and 25% Fock
exact-exchange in HSE06 are used for the bandgap calculations, but their values are 3 eV and 20%47 for the defect level calculations, respectively. VBM is the valence band
maximum, and CBM is the conduction band minimum.
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(not shown here) although the qualitative agreement is found
for the Vo1+ and Vo2+ defect states. Instead, U = 3 eV is used to
reproduce all three defect states in Fig. 3(b). However,
SCAN+U (U = 3 eV) overcorrects the transition enthalpy from
the anatase phase to the rutile phase by about 18 meV/formula
too negative in comparison with the experimental data, while
SCAN has an error of about 40 meV/formula too positive, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). It is worth noting that the global hybrid
HSE06 has a similar empiricism for the mixing fraction of
the Fock exact-exchange (see the supplementary material for
details).
In summary, after considering the zero-point and
finite temperature effects through phonon calculations,
SCAN predicts the TiO2 rutile phase is more stable than
the anatase phase around T = 750 K, consistent with
the condition for experimentally synthesizing rutile from
anatase. By correcting the intrinsic SIE through the empirical Hubbard U, SCAN predicts transition Gibbs free energies that match well with experimental values for a range
of temperatures. However, the empiricism in the SCAN+U
approach means the TiO2 phase stability and related problems remain a puzzle to theoretical methods and demands
developments in non-empirical corrections for treating
SIE.

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The electronic structures are calculated using the Vienna
Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP).55,56 We use the projector augmented-wave (PAW) potentials for TiO2 and Ti-3s/3p
semicore electrons are taken as valence states. For comparison, we consider three exchange-correlation functionals: the standard PBE-GGA,6 the hybrid functional HSE06,10
and the recently developed SCAN meta-GGA.14 The planewave energy cutoff is 600 eV for both the semilocal functionals PBE and SCAN, but a smaller value of 500 eV is
used for HSE06 to reduce the computational scale. The
DFT+U with an empirical Hubbard U is combined with
the semilocal functionals to reduce SIE. Whereas HSE06
includes 25% Fock exact-exchange by default, the mixing fraction can also be changed in, for example, calculating defect properties.47 The positively charged defect
states are simulated by extracting background electrons
from the systems. Crystal structures are fully relaxed unless
specified.
For the transition enthalpy (∆H) and transition Gibbs
free energy (∆G), the contributions of zero-point energy
and finite temperature effects are estimated through calculating the vibrational properties. The supercell approach
(also called frozen-phonon approach) is used to simulate
the phonon properties. We use the Phonopy code57 to generate the finite atomic displacements, calculate the harmonic force constants, and finally produce the key information of phonon frequency ωq (q is the wave vector). VASP
is used as the external force calculator. Thermal properties
of Helmholtz free energy (A) and entropy (S) are then easily
obtained,
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where s is the band index and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
The zero-point energy is included within the Helmholtz free
energy A. After doing further data processing, we get the
enthalpy (defined as H = A + TS) and Gibbs free energy (defined
as G = H − TS + PV, with the PV term being safely ignored).
Note that the DFT energies (i.e., the internal energy U) should
be included in deriving the enthalpy H.
The harmonic approximation is assumed in the above
thermal property calculations and, in principle, the finite
temperature effect should be better estimated at the quasiharmonic level to also consider the thermal expansion effect.
But, the latter approach is more computationally expensive.
Another technical difficulty is that the deformed crystal structures due to thermal effects can have (false) imaginary frequencies [see Fig. S2], an intrinsic problem for the quasiharmonic approximation.58

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for crystal structures (CIF);
calculated lattice constants in comparison with experiments,
bandgap, collection of experimental transition enthalpy and
transition Gibbs free energy, calculated formation enthalpy,
phonon dispersion relation, and evaluation of the Fock exactexchange in HSE06 (PDF).
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